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• What is burnout?

• Students and burnout

• New professionals and burnout

• How to avoid burnout
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Beard’s American Nervousness, 1881
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• Christina Maslach, PhD

• Studied depersonalization in human-
service work.

• Detachment used to protect emotions.

• “If detachment becomes too 
extreme, the service professional 
experiences ‘burn-out’,…[which] 
describes the loss of any human 
feeling for clients.” -Dehumanization 
in Institutional Settings

Origins of Modern Burnout



What is burnout?
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Burnout - the gap 
between our ideals 

for work and the 
reality of our job



Maslach and Leiter 
5 Profiles of Burnout
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My Burnout Story:
Student Life



Student Burnout

• Different stressors but 



My Burnout Story:
New Professional



Professional Burnout



Ways to Avoid Burnout



Ways to Battle Burnout

• Self care

• Talk with family and friends

• Clean your home

• Paint your bedroom or re-decorate

• Set a budget

• Read books

• Eat healthy

• Get 10,000 steps a day

• Find a hobby

• Watch TV

• Do something you enjoy

• Get good sleep
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Finding Your Dignity



• We can’t change the reality of our 
work unless we join work 
movements and/or change jobs 
regularly. Not always an option

• As caring professionals, we tend to 
let our work define us (like in my NP 
story). We need to remember and 
realize that we have an inherent 
dignity and WE are the ones who 
bring that dignity to our work, not 
our work giving it to us.

• Define dignity

• See next slide



• Improve conditions while reducing social, 
moral, and spiritual expectations from work

• Work doesn’t dignify us, we dignify work. 
Dignity of. The person is the highest 
principle in labor

• People aren’t the means to an economic 
end, but are the “ends in themselves”

• Once we have dignity at work, the 
ordinary slights we experience won’t 
seem like personal assaults

• We need to lower our ideals of work to 

prevent burnout and have higher ideals for 
ourselves

• Get over the work when the day is done

• Work has dignity because we have dignity. 
We always respect the dignity of the patient 
in front of us; we have to respect our own 
dignity as well in order to avoid burnout and 
have a more balanced life.
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